Steve
Take a look at this
Jimmy

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

Facial recognition RFI (Request for Information) procedures:

All requests for facial recognition must be submitted via email to NOPD Intelligence at cic@nola.gov (this is the email utilized by NOPD Intelligence at The Criminal Intelligence Center)

Presently the requesting detective must utilize the "other" check box in the check list portion of the RFI form and write in "facial recognition" in the blank provided. We plan to add a facial recognition check box to this form.

The Louisiana State Fusion Center has a very similar RFI form. They also require a second form to their RFI form for facial recognition. This form explains how the photo submitted for facial recognition must be presented, explains how it was obtained and reason for facial recognition. NOPD Intelligence plans to utilize a similar form.

Most importantly it also explains that any result from facial recognition is an investigative lead only and not to be considered a positive identification of any subject. Any possible connection or involvement of any subject to the investigation must be determined
through further investigation and investigative resources. LA-SAFE reserves the right to deny any request for facial recognition.

below is a copy and paste of the form. The actual form is attached above:

Photograph notes:
- Must be an original image from the forensic source.
- Investigator cell phone screen shots will not be accepted.
- High quality front facing facial images will increase the results.
- Low quality side facing facial images will decrease the results.
- Must be a lawfully obtained image.

Investigation (Check all that apply)
At least one must be checked to qualify for a facial recognition search

☐ A reasonable suspicion that an identifiable individual has committed a criminal offense or is involved in or planning criminal (including terrorist) conduct or activity that presents a threat to any individual, the community, or the nation and that the information is relevant to the criminal conduct or activity.

☐ To assist in the identification of a person who lacks capacity or is otherwise unable to identify him- or herself (such as an incapacitated, deceased, or otherwise at-risk person).

☐ To assist in the identification of potential witnesses and/or victims of violent crime.

By signing below, said requestor understands the result of a face recognition search is provided by LA-SAFE only as an investigative lead and IS NOT TO BE CONSIDERED A POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION OF ANY SUBJECT. Any possible connection or involvement of any subject to the investigation must be determined through further investigation and investigative resources. LA-SAFE reserves the right to deny any request for facial recognition.

Investigator
(Print):_______________________________________________________________

Investigator
Signature:___________________________________________DATE:____________
Det. Steven Phillips
NOPD Intelligence
Det. Steven Phillips
NOPD Intelligence
Good Morning,

Please see attached for additional form.

Thank you,

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: This e-mail message may contain privileged, confidential and/or proprietary information intended only for the person(s) named. If you are not the intended recipient, please destroy this message, and any attachments, and notify the sender by return e-mail. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
I am attempting to identify the subject below.

Detective Gus H. James  
NOPD Intelligence Division  
504-220-9597
LA-SAFE has received your request for information. For your records, the tracking number for your request is 20-8022. LA-SAFE strives to evaluate and process all requests in a timely manner. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us at 225-925-4192 or lasafe.requests@la.gov.

Below are photos of the subject from his Facebook page.

Thanks in advance,

Detective Gus H. James
NOPD Intelligence Division
504-220-9597

These pics are from his FB under same name.
Thank you,
Marty

Detective J.W. Martin
New Orleans Police Department
6th District Persons Crime Unit
1930 Martin Luther King BLVD
New Orleans, LA 70113

504.658-6122 Desk
504.658.6060 Station

Get Outlook for iOS
Below are photos of the subject from his Facebook page.

Thanks in advance,

Detective Gus H. James
NOPD Intelligence Division
504-220-9597
Thank you,
Marty

Detective J.W. Martin
New Orleans Police Department
6th District Persons Crime Unit
1930 Martin Luther King BLVD
New Orleans, LA 70113

504.658-6122 Desk
504.658.6060 Station
Get Outlook for iOS
It is believed that his first name is Kenneth with a possible birthdate of Feb 1999.
I know nothing can be done with the first picture, just added it for FYI. Second picture isn’t much better.

This is the incident description from rank on scene:

All,

This morning (3/21) at about 1:00am, four white males attempted to enter the station via the front doors on Royal all while filming on separate cameras. I observed the subjects approaching the station from the 400 block of Royal Street, and realized what was about to unfold. I met the subjects at the front door of the station in the lobby, and informed them due to the current health crisis, the station was closed for public access and asked the subjects to remain outside. Shortly thereafter, one of the subjects then opened the door and entered the lobby. I again instructed him the station was closed, and he exited without incident. For the health and safety of officers, I locked the station doors and alerted other officers in the district to be on alert. An LSP rank was in the station and also notified LSP personnel. The aforementioned actions were documented via my BWC under C-25225-20. The four subjects bounced around the front and side doors bantering their usual rhetoric for about 30 minutes, then they went walking around Bourbon Street, before departing. I believe at least one, maybe two, of the four subjects was the same subject(s) who was here in December, 2019.

They arrived and departed in a white Chevrolet Malibu with commercial tags tonight - likely a rental. I believe they travelled here for the weekend, and will likely make an appearance around the station again tomorrow, attempting to incite officers. Same pattern in December - Friday night initial appearance, with a return the following night. Please let your platoons aware of this situation. Perhaps a sign can be created and placed on the front door announcing the status of the station with respect to the current health pandemic.

At the end of the video footage, one of the subjects says "I have the sickness, you already got it". As with numerous accusations to provoke the officers.

If possible please check facial recognition of the attached photo. We are also trying but figured 2 is better than 1. Also Social media check if video taken has been posted to internet somewhere.

Thank you
Det. Steven Phillips
NOPD Intelligence
504-722-5266
also facial recognition form just in case for future
This is a secure message.

Click here by 2020-03-01 19:59 CST to read your message.
After that, open the attachment.

More Info

Disclaimer: This email and its content are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee. Please notify the sender if you have received this email in error or simply delete it.

Secured by Proofpoint Encryption, Copyright © 2009-2019 Proofpoint, Inc. All rights reserved.
I received the above forms from the La Fusion Center regarding facial recognition. The second form is new.
Appreciate it Sir....

Detective Chad Cockerham  
New Orleans Police Department  
ISB / SID / FBI Violent Crimes Task Force  
2901 Leon C. Simon Boulevard  
New Orleans, Louisiana 70128  
504-462-0830

On Nov 13, 2018, at 2:41 PM, Gus James <gjames@nola.gov> wrote:

Below is the reply from the FUSION Center.

**Detective Gus H. James**  
**New Orleans Police Department**  
**Criminal Intelligence Unit**  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov

**From:** Wanda Francis [Wanda.Francis@la.gov] on behalf of LAsafe Requests  
**Sent:** Tuesday, November 13, 2018 6:30 AM  
**To:** Gus James  
**Cc:** Adam Jennings; Erin Vaughn  
**Subject:** RE: Requested Information (Facial Recognition)

Gus,

We can add the bulletin to our DIR for dissemination, but we are unable to use the photos submitted for facial recognition purposes. Our system requires a full face with clearly designated eye sockets. Your subject is wearing sun glasses and is too far from the camera to be clearly viewed.

Respectfully,

LA-SAFE Supervisors

**From:** Gus James <gjames@nola.gov>  
**Sent:** Monday, November 12, 2018 10:39 AM  
**To:** LAsafe Requests <LAsafe.Requests@LA.GOV>  
**Subject:** Requested Information (Facial Recognition)
Thanks in advance

Detective Gus H. James  
New Orleans Police Department  
Criminal Intelligence Unit  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov
That's fine Ms. Wanda. Thanks for your help.

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov

Gus,

We can add the bulletin to our DIR for dissemination, but we are unable to use the photos submitted for facial recognition purposes. Our system requires a full face with clearly designated eye sockets. Your subject is wearing sunglasses and is too far from the camera to be clearly viewed.

Respectfully,

LA-SAFE Supervisors

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Below is the reply from the FUSION Center.

**Detective Gus H. James**  
**New Orleans Police Department**  
**Criminal Intelligence Unit**  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov

From: Wanda Francis [Wanda.Francis@la.gov] on behalf of LAsafe Requests [LAsafe.Requests@LA.GOV]  
**Sent:** Tuesday, November 13, 2018 6:30 AM  
**To:** Gus James  
**Cc:** Adam Jennings; Erin Vaughn  
**Subject:** RE: Requested Information (Facial Recognition)

Gus,

We can add the bulletin to our DIR for dissemination, but we are unable to use the photos submitted for facial recognition purposes. Our system requires a full face with clearly designated eye sockets. Your subject is wearing sun glasses and is too far from the camera to be clearly viewed.

Respectfully,

LA-SAFE Supervisors

---

From: Gus James <gjames@nola.gov>  
**Sent:** Monday, November 12, 2018 10:39 AM  
**To:** LAsafe Requests <LAsafe.Requests@LA.GOV>  
**Subject:** Requested Information (Facial Recognition)

Thanks in advance

**Detective Gus H. James**  
**New Orleans Police Department**  
**Criminal Intelligence Unit**  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Gus,

We can add the bulletin to our DIR for dissemination, but we are unable to use the photos submitted for facial recognition purposes. Our system requires a full face with clearly designated eye sockets. Your subject is wearing sun glasses and is too far from the camera to be clearly viewed.

Respectfully,

LA-SAFE Supervisors

Thanks in advance

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell: (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Thanks in advance

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
From: Gus James
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2018 11:57 AM
To: Jason D. Burns <jdburns@nola.gov>
Subject: Requested information (Facial Recognition)

This is from the FUSION Center.

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov

From: Jordan Morris [Jordan.Morris@LA.GOV]
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 10:37 PM
To: Gus James
Subject: RE: Requested information (Facial Recognition)

Good evening,

Unfortunately, there were no possible matches on the requested photo for a facial recognition search. Please let me know if you need any other assistance.

Thank you,

Jordan Morris
Investigative Specialist II
Louisiana State Police
Louisiana State Analytical & Fusion Exchange (LA-SAFE)

From: Gus James [mailto:gjames@nola.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 2:34 PM
To: [LAsafe Requests@LA.GOV]
Cc: Jason D. Burns <jdburns@nola.gov>
Subject: Requested information (Facial Recognition)

Thanks in advance.
Detective Gus H. James  
New Orleans Police Department  
Criminal Intelligence Unit  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell: (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov
This is from the FUSION Center.

**Detective Gus H. James**  
*New Orleans Police Department*  
*Criminal Intelligence Unit*  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov

---

**From:** Jordan Morris [Jordan.Morris@LA.GOV]  
**Sent:** Wednesday, October 24, 2018 10:37 PM  
**To:** Gus James  
**Subject:** RE: Requested information (Facial Recognition)

Good evening,

Unfortunately, there were no possible matches on the requested photo for a facial recognition search. Please let me know if you need any other assistance.

Thank you,

Jordan Morris  
Investigative Specialist II  
Louisiana State Police  
Louisiana State Analytical & Fusion Exchange (LA-SAFE)  
Desk: 225-925-4674  
Office: 225-925-4192

---

**From:** Gus James [mailto:gjames@nola.gov]  
**Sent:** Wednesday, October 24, 2018 2:34 PM  
**To:** LAsafe Requests <LAsafe.Requests@LA.GOV>  
**Cc:** Jason D. Burns <jdburns@nola.gov>  
**Subject:** Requested information (Facial Recognition)

Thanks in advance.

**Detective Gus H. James**  
*New Orleans Police Department*  
*Criminal Intelligence Unit*  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Good evening,

Unfortunately, there were no possible matches on the requested photo for a facial recognition search. Please let me know if you need any other assistance.

Thank you,

Jordan Morris
Investigative Specialist II
Louisiana State Police
Louisiana State Analytical & Fusion Exchange (LA-SAFE)

Thanks in advance.

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell: (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
From: Jordan Morris
To: Gus James
Cc: Adam Jennings; Erin Vaughn; Wanda Francis
Subject: RE: Requested information (Facial Recognition)
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 9:29:29 PM

LA-SAFE has received your request for information. For your records, the tracking number for your request is #18-12025. LA-SAFE strives to evaluate and process all requests in a timely manner. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us at 225-925-4192 or Lasafe.requests@la.gov

Jordan Morris
Investigative Specialist II
Louisiana State Police
Louisiana State Analytical & Fusion Exchange (LA-SAFE)

From: Gus James [mailto:gjames@nola.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 2:34 PM
To: LASafe Requests <LAsafe.Requests@LA.GOV>
Cc: Jason D. Burns <jdburns@nola.gov>
Subject: Requested information (Facial Recognition)

Thanks in advance.

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Thanks in advance.

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Please fill out the attached forms regarding your facial recognition request.

---

From: Gus James <gjames@nola.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 2:52 PM
To: LAsafe Requests <LAsafe.Requests@LA.GOV>
Subject: Requested Information (Facial Recognition)

Thanks in advance.

Detective Gus H. James
New Orleans Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Unit
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Thanks in advance.

Detective Gus H. James  
New Orleans Police Department  
Criminal Intelligence Unit  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell: (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov
GM,
Will this photo suffice for facial recognition?
Both forms are attached.

Det. Robert E. Monlyn
New Orleans Police Department
Intelligence Section/ Criminal Intelligence Center
3300 Metairie Rd
Metairie, Louisiana 70001
(504) 875-3320 Office
(504) 220-7045 Cell
(504) 875-3298 Fax
rmonlyn@nola.gov
We are attempting to I.D. both subjects in the photo. Any assistance will be greatly appreciated.

Det. Robert E. Monlyn
New Orleans Police Department
Intelligence Section/ Criminal Intelligence Center
3300 Metairie Rd
Metairie, Louisiana 70001
(504) 875-3320 Office
(504) 220-7045 Cell
(504) 875-3298 Fax
rmonlyn@nola.gov
First run had no matches but I will re-run it tonight.

Thank you,

Shronda Scott
LA-SAFE
Shronda.scott@la.gov
(225) 925-1979

---

I was just following up. Anything on this request?

**Detective Gus H. James**
**New Orleans Police Department**
**Criminal Intelligence Unit**
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov

---

Is it possible to do a Facial Recognition on this unknown subject? I have attached a photo. Thanks in advance.

**Detective Gus H. James**
**New Orleans Police Department**
**Criminal Intelligence Unit**
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001
Office: (504) 875-3329
Cell. (504) 220-9597
Fax: (504) 875-3298
Email: gjames@nola.gov
I was just following up. Anything on this request?

**Detective Gus H. James**

New Orleans Police Department  
Criminal Intelligence Unit  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov

Is it possible to do a Facial Recognition on this unknown subject? I have attached a photo. Thanks in advance.

**Detective Gus H. James**

New Orleans Police Department  
Criminal Intelligence Unit  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Is it possible to do a Facial Recognition on this unknown subject? I have attached a photo. Thanks in advance.

**Detective Gus H. James**  
**New Orleans Police Department**  
**Criminal Intelligence Unit**  
3300 Metairie Road, Metairie, LA 70001  
Office: (504) 875-3329  
Cell. (504) 220-9597  
Fax: (504) 875-3298  
Email: gjames@nola.gov
Good afternoon,

We just wanted to thank everyone for taking the time to meet with us. We hope that you found our information useful and look forward to working with each of you. Attached you will find an electronic version of our request form and explanation of databases, product lines, Fusion Liaison Officer (FLO) Application, and the additional forms required for facial recognition and FinCEN. Please feel free to share with others within your agency. Although we do not currently have any upcoming FLO classes scheduled, we will begin taking applications. As soon as we determine dates for our next classes, we will reach out to those who have submitted applications.

For those agencies that do not have governmental email addresses, we encourage you to obtain a Law Enforcement Enterprise Portal (LEEP) account and receive a free leo.gov email address through them. Below you will find a link to LEEP and an explanation of the services they provide and then the link to request an account. If you do create an account, please let us know so we can update your email address.

https://www.fbi.gov/services/cjis/leep
https://www.cjis.gov/CJISEAI/TAMOperationHandler?
TAM_OP=login&ERROR_CODE=0x00000000&URL=%2F&AUTHNLEVEL=

As a reminder, our hours of operation are Monday – Friday 0600-2300 hours. We have an on-call analyst after hours, weekends, and holidays for emergency situations. Our main number is 225-925-4192 and our 24 hour hotline is 800-434-8007. When requesting information please submit a completed copy of our request form to lasafe_requests@la.gov and to submit field interview cards, suspicious activity reports, Intel, threats, or other information please email lafusion.center@la.gov.

Thank you again for your time.

Respectfully,
LA-SAFE
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: This e-mail message may contain privileged, confidential and/or proprietary information intended only for the person(s) named. If you are not the intended recipient, please destroy this message, and any attachments, and notify the sender by return e-mail. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.